SIMPLY CONNECT
Health Information Exchange

INTRODUCING A STREAMLINED
APPROACH TO PATIENT-CENTERED,
COORDINATED CARE
The most comprehensive senior housing software in the industry is now a
powerful Health Information Exchange (HIE) enabling senior communities,
clinic providers and vendors to share vital clinical data quickly and securely.
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AN ELEGANT SOLUTION
Simply Connect’s interoperable exchange is intuitively designed to move
virtual health records across systems in formats all parties can use and
understand—facilitating more effective and seamless transitons of care.
A PATH TOWARD IMPROVING CARE
Simply Connect makes obtaining health care information—along the entire
continuum of health care delivery—secure, simple and convenient.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administer electronic resident admissions and discharges
Secure hospital referrals by ensuring HIE compliance
Communicate electronically to any physician, clinic or hospital
Increase resident Continuity of Care
Transform your senior housing facility into a HIE leader
Save time, resources and money – and do it all with 100% HIPAA compliance

“As a physician servicing
residents in assisted
living, having the correct
information is critical to
good care. All too often
the most important
documents are not
available at the time
of the visit.
Simply Connect solves this
issue and greatly improves
our ability to care for the
patient appropriately at
crucial times.”
Dr. Todd Stivland, CEO
Bluestone Physician Services

SIMPLY CONNECT
SECURE FEATURES
• Virtual Resident Personal Health Record: Moves e-documents from
the nurse’s desktop to the virtual personal health record to provide a
complete health picture of each resident.
• Continuity of Care Document: Provides standardized form moved
to and from Simply Connect participants to update resident’s real-time
health status.
• Care Coordination Alerts: Delivers real-time notifications to
caregivers, family members and vendors regarding changes in
resident’s care or insurance.
• Vendor Nation: Connects key vendors to a private HIE and the virtual
health record for record sharing, improved care and payer management.
• Record Locator: Enables quick search for specific resident health data
using individual’s identifying criteria (D.O.B, Medicare #, etc.).
• Query: Enables searching for and sharing of specified health
records in real time.
• Direct Secure Messaging: Sending and receiving secure information
over the internet without the use of the fax machine.
• Analytics: Transforms care data into insight for making better
care decisions.
• Physician Portal View: Gives community physician direct access
to resident’s virtual health record.
• Physician Orders: Routes orders electronically—and
simultaneously—to both the vendor and senior living provider
• Cloud Scanning: Provides complete EHR management by
scanning paper documents to a cloud repository.
• Master Medication Record (MMR): Holds a master drug record
connected to EMAR or pharmacy dispensing list providing real time
resident drug listings.
• Electronic Medication Alert System (eMAS): Enables identification of
conflicting medications for chronic conditions, such as falls, allowing care
providers to properly review drug reactions with a single click.
Let us show you how HIE technology designed specifically for senior
care can advance your business by improving quality, enhancing services
to patients, increasing compliance, and saving health care dollars.

For an assessment of how Simply Connect can
impact your organization, contact us today.

(844) 666-3038

sales@SimplyHIE.net | SimplyHIE.net

“The elegance of our
system is that it gives
clinicians the time to
do what they do best:
spend more time with
their residents.”
Craig Patnode
Eldermark Founder & CEO

